
More clients, more trades, 

more revenue.

Our solution for brokers.



Offer your traders a tool to automate their trading.

Establish yourself in the crowd of brokers as a 
provider of professional and effective algo 

trading systems "Made in Switzerland“.

An effective risk management with a large 

number of daily orders is the revenue 

guarantor for you.

Of course, we can customize the system according 

to your preferences - depending on your fee model 

for your traders.



Successful in multiple asset classes.

In the FX market and DowJones 30 the software 

is fully back tested and successful in managing 

live accounts.

Our algorithmic trading software can also be used 

with other asset classes 

Find a verified live account here:

https://www.fxblue.com/users/swissalgotrader



Easy booking of the 

software on the trading 

accounts.

We can provide the software to your clients via 

different interfaces, as a trading signal or directly via 

the metaquotes marketplace.

In addition, integration into cTrader and Current-Desk 

is possible.

The standard is the subscription as Expert Advisor in 

MT4 but if a special interface is required, let us know.

In partnership with:



A symbiosis of cutting-edge 

technology and decades of 

human experience.

We can already call it a unique selling proposition!

In contrast to many, not to say all, Algo-Traders 

our software is further developed daily and 

adapted to the current market environment.

A team of market analysts and quant specialists is 

responsible for this at our strategy-desk, located 

at our headquarters in Switzerland.

Strategy-Desk



Overview.

Fair pricing for traders: Performance fee only (35% of equity growth)

Fair conditions for broker: Running stable, own hotline for brokers & traders, naming on reference page

Integration: MT4/5, cTrader, Fix-API, according to your request

Contact us for your 

personal live demonstration!



Eisenburg 107

PO Box 240

CH-8854 Siebnen

Company Registry No. CHE-321.038.889

Contact us:

sales@swissalgotrader.com

https://swissalgotrader.com

https://unicryp.ch


